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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1957, American industrial designer George Nelson used leftover scrap blanks from his own knife stampings to 

create an elegant floor-to-ceiling screen for the home of industrialist William E. Dunlap. Still today, the partition is 

convention breaking. As the diversion of waste streams usually end at recycling, the novel repurposing of die-cut 

drops in a domestic environment was both clever and unexpected. While this seminal project’s synergistic 

approach did not become a central working methodology for Nelson, it (as well as projects done by his 

contemporaries) hinted at how intentional byproducts might one day become an integral part of closed loop 

manufacturing.  

 

Scenarios of joint processing commonly occur with commodity materials such as feather-down from poultry 

processing, lanolin from wool washing, and asphalt from oil refining. Conversely, industrial designers rarely 

specify or accommodate production outside the establishment of a ‘primary product’. This paper examines 

opportunities for a more optimized multi-product developmental approach, and offers case study scenarios by 

leading companies. Examples include bio-composite molded forms helping to green the toy industry, creative 

end-cycle reuse in packaging, and parametric nesting in fashion flatwork and sheet-goods. The array of co-

products referenced posits how enterprising designers are creating more affordable, sustainable, and purposeful 

things. 

2. TOWARDS ZERO WASTE PRODUCTION 

In spring 2013 junior level students in the product design program at Parsons the New School for Design 

participated in an external project with leading Italian leather furniture manufacturer Poltrona Frau. Guided by 

adjunct faculty Andrea Ruggiero, the class was challenged to design new products from scraps (byproducts) of 

Frau’s large hide cutting “elevating…(the)…waste material into a premium product” (Hsu, 2013).  

 

Contributing as a speaker, Timo Rissanen, assistant professor of Sustainability and Fashion, helped frame 

precedent around “Zero-Waste” manufacturing. While students selected generic product typologies such as drink 

coasters, a picture frame, a vase, candle holders and so on, the craft and formal inventiveness with which they 

took to the humble leftovers was remarkable. Publications such as Interior Design ran online stories about the 

work and prominent industrial design blog Core77 featured an extended three-part series about the work and 

semester’s process.  Projects were exhibited at Poltrona Frau's SoHo Showroom during New York Design Week 

2013, and winning students will further explore their concepts in a special travel trip to the factory in Tolentino, 

Italy later this year.  
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The strong undergraduate output and press notoriety evidence both popular interest in zero-waste making and 

topic buy-in by the student cohort. When George Nelson made his knife screen, it took an industrialist to 

champion the aesthetics. Although zero-waste logically saves resources and money, a poetic visual story is 

critical to mainstream market success. Pictured is an ad hoc shopping cart sold typically in Brazilian street 

markets (Figure 1). The side-panels are clearly made from industrial sheet factory drop. While the cart can sell in 

an informal economy inexpensively, the rough quality keeps it from value-added sales, and it will probably never 

see full production.  

 

 

Figure 1. Image copyright © 2013, Rama Chorpash 

 

Contrast the market cart with a Danish stainless steel utensil jar: Like Nelson’s screen, the designer smartly used 

the drop from knife making to create a logical kitchen container. This is a particularly interesting drop as the 

designer left both visual and functional spacing between the knife cutouts. While an engineer could have done a 

tightly tessellated pattern, the delicately designed spacing between holes allows all for joint processing. Such 

layout work is increasing easy to do via computer-aided design (CAD), as well as with newly affordable sheet 

good fitting software such as RhinoNest or SolidNest.  

3. TAKE IT OF LEAVE IT? 

While doing a two-week Open Studio Residency at Haystack Mountain School of Crafts in Deer Isle Maine, 

summer 2013, the author traveled to the local sanitation facility “dump” to see firsthand how that community dealt 

with waste—a byproduct of everyday living: A bulldozed clearing in an immaculate spruce wooded area had a 

boundary made from 30 foot tall mounds of refuse. There were sorted tires, furniture, broken lobster traps, and so 

forth. A management shack centered between rubbish dunes had an open-stud room with a  “take-it-or-leave-it” 

sign filled with filthy odds and ends. Left in that room, by individuals who saw some value in the garbage, the 

author found and took three poorly repaired and damaged mid-century Danish modern chairs. Upon returning to 

his Haystack workshop studio, he removed inadequately repaired horizontal chair rails, stripped the hazed finish 

back to raw teak wood, and set out to design and recreate an entirely new chair from the intact side panels. The 
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result was a sparingly sleek 12-legged chair, the “Take-it-or-leave-it Chair” as well as an expressive fruit bowl 

called the “Danish Butterfly Bowl” (Figure 2). 

 

At the residency-closing exhibition, numerous participants and visiting guests inquired about purchasing the 

pieces, as they had been significantly revalued through their rethinking. The original Danish chair designs had 

failed their promise of longevity and craft and fortunately were given new life. While flaws existed in their original 

design, the original furniture had enough formal and material integrity to warrant remaking. Though the chairs 

could have been repaired, their restructuring has hopefully given them a second chance to live a longer cycle. 

 

 

Figure 2. Images copyright © 2013, Rama Chorpash 

 

4. REPURPOSING: LOBSTER ROPE MATTS 

Traveling across America, a relatively new welcome doormat greets visitors to homes. Made of aged specialty 

engineered woven rope, the mats proliferate across sales channels with prominent mainstream sellers such as:  

Amazon, Anthropologie, Etsy, and Pottery Barn. Hundreds of thousands have sold, and by all measures these 

mats are a success. As good-looking and durable as the products are, the most beautiful part of the story comes 

from knowing the full-supply chain: That is the life this rope led and how its new life amends its previous one. The 

United States over a three-year period purchased two million pounds of “float-rope” from Maine lobstermen (The 

bottom line project, 2013). The intention was to remove the dangerous buoyant line from Atlantic coast waters 

where it caught sea-life and further threatened the endangered Northern Right Whale.  

 

The Gulf of Maine Lobster Foundation goes on to describe how about half of the rope was initially recycled into 

low-grade products such as black plastic plant trays. The other half was “diverted” from the recycling stream by 

two clever entrepreneurial groups: Custom Cordage and Maine Float. They proposed that the rope could be 

reclaimed for weaving doormats, rugs, and baskets. The up-cycling strategy (as opposed to down-cycling for 

lower grade products) was ingenuous in that it leveraged the ropes’ properties of Atlantic Ocean wear, ultra-violet 

protection, ruggedness, resistance to weather extremes, and regional mariner knot-tying craft. With mats selling 
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anywhere from 50 dollars to over 100, the project also brought much needed capital and weaving jobs to local 

lobster fishing communities.   

 

Other doormats such as ubiquitous black rubber recycled tire mats also help divert end-products from being 

down-cycled. What is unique about lobster rope mats though is that their genesis was connected to a product 

recall. The lesson learned here is that when many products are gathered for end-of-life transition, the sizeable 

quantity of material warrants a public request for proposal (RFP).  

5. UPCYCLING: GREEN TOYS 

Recycling centers across the United States gather used plastic milk jugs from their own community, remaking 

them into high-density polyethylene (HDPE) plastic pellets for remanufacturing. In San Francisco, the founders of 

Green Toys Inc., recognized this local waste-stream and set-up their company to produce a line of playthings 

(bathtub tugboat, tractor, shape sorter and so on) in a nearby facility from this food safe and child safe material. 

By creating a closed-loop manufacturing scenario where all “biological and chemical nutrients” (Hawken, Lovins, 

A., & Lovins, L., 2000) were kept local throughout the industrialized processing, the company’s products not only 

meet strict safety and environmental laws ("How green toys"), but they also show the advantage of clustered 

industries.  

 

Another company greening the toy industry is Sprig Toys who has taken the strategy of creating toys from a bio-

composite material made from organic byproducts such as reclaimed wood from the Canadian lumber industry 

and child safe recycled plastic (“On being green”). Sprig’s focus on closing the supply-chain between no-toxic 

waste and product has impressed the toy industry enough that Wham-O (original maker of the Hulla Hoop and 

Frisbee) recently merged/acquired the company. On the Sprig Toys’ blog they state that this will “…inject a 

greater degree of environmental/social sustainability into THEIR (Wham-O ‘s) products!” They go on to say that 

USA made Frisbees will be made from their bio-composite ‘sprigwood’. 

6. INTENTIONAL COPRODUCTS: ‘A BRICK THAT HOLDS BEER’  

Alfred Heineken had traveled to the Caribbean island of Curaçao and saw that the byproduct of local beer 

drinking left otherwise pristine golden sand beaches littered with empty beer bottles. He also noted a vernacular 

of see-through bottles placed into concrete walls as light giving oculi. “A brick that holds beer” is how he referred 

to his 1963 WOBO (WOrld BOttle) project, which Architect John Habaken designed under his direction 

(Blazenhoff, 2012). Sadly, in Heineken’s era, upcycling the bottles to a second-life was too progressive for 

Heineken’s marketing team. They gravely warned, should he move forward with selling (the already produced 

packaging), it would be the very “downfall of the brewery itself” (White, 2002, p. 418). WOBO never went to 

market. The vision of a package having a dual-purpose and multiple lives was inconceivable for the period.  

 

Thirty years later, the worldwide markets for sustaining intentional coproducts are readily accepted. The supply-

chain for Green Toys and float rope lobstermen made doormats is not only cost effective; their narratives are 

strong selling points. Freitag bags founded in 1993 by graphic designer brothers Markus and Daniel Freitag 

matured from a small Zurich Switzerland apartment to an 80,729 square foot eco-friendly factory built from the 

ground-up. The company reuses “440 tons of truck tarpaulins (equivalent to a 68-mile-long line queue of transport 

trucks)” annually to make about 400,000 products (“Freitag Facts & Figures”).  
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Freitag’s durably made and well-designed bags are infinitely unique as they come from such a large variety of 

used tarps. For instance, the authors bag purchased for his 37
th
 birthday (see number 37 on the bag) shows a 

favorite color combination: pale grey and yellow (Figure 3). The company grew so quickly that what was waste-

stream used truck-tarps, became an “endangered species” (Choe 2007). ‘Freitag's Design-A-Truck Contest’ was 

held to insure a diversity of transit-graphics continued to be available.  

 

 

Figure 3. Image copyright © 2013, Rama Chorpash 

5.1  SYMBIOSIS: INTEGRATING PRODUCTS 

 

Since 1981, when they purchased their first airplane, the global logistics company United Parcel Service (UPS) 

has grown to become the ninth largest airline (“Aircraft Fleet Fact Sheet”). While UPS’ primary service is 

‘shipping’, they also resell and lease airplanes as well as other secondary services to outside venders. This 

activity optimizes fleet size, allowing them to rotate aircraft stock from human transporter to cargo carrier.  

 

Systems of industrial symbiosis have emerged across many establishments. Manufacturer Victorinox Swiss Army 

Knife for instance resourcefully heats all factory buildings and 120 apartments in the nearby village of Ibach-

Schwyz with residual hot knife grinding fluid (Sustainability, 2013). If the 20
th
 century was about inventing things 

(like stacked blade pocketknives), perhaps the 21
st
 century will be about innovatively connecting the relationships 

of things to one another (like knife grinding to heat a village).  

 

How well do consumers follow narratives of products and byproducts such as the above examples?  What holistic 

awareness do they have around product supply chains? Looking at primary food products, a recent British survey 

of 2,000 people distressingly showed that “More than a third of 16 to 23-year-olds (36%) do not know bacon 

comes from pigs and four in 10 (40%) failed to link milk with an image of a dairy cow, with 7% linking it to wheat” 
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(“Where do milk” 2013). While this is an extreme example of people disconnected from the physical world, it also 

demonstrates the tremendous need for design communicators to better educate fellow citizens from where 

products originate, and to where respective byproducts go.  
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